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OMRI (Organic Materials Review Institute)

OMRI is a U.S.A. based
nongovernmental / nonprofit
organization that reviews input
materials such as fertilizers,
feed additives and processing
aids to determine whether they
meet the organic standards.
Certifiers around the world rely
on our products lists.
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Organic Integrity and Organic 3.0
Agenda
• Organic 1.0 → Organic 2.0 → Organic 3.0
• Organic imports into the United States
• Organic 3.0 Feature #3: Diverse ways to ensure

transparency and integrity
• bioC
• Transitioning from Organic 2.0 to 3.0:
A Call for Action
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Organic 3.0 Worldview
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History, Organic 1.0

Sir Albert Howard († 1947) Lady Eve Balfour (†1990)

Hans († 1988) und Maria Müller († 1969)

Bashkar Save

Jerome Irving Rodale († 1971)

M. Fukuoka

Rudolf Steiner († 1925)
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Das Bild k ann zurzeit nicht angezeigt werden.

Organic 2.0

Standards and certification
are the main drivers of
growth in organics.
Das Bild k ann zurzeit nicht angezeigt werden.
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What is Organic 3.0?
This is the third phase of the global organic movement
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Fraud impacts the
reputation of whole regions

AssoBio
Sede legale: Piazza dei Martiri 1, 40121 Bologna
Ufficio operativo: Via Falloppio 5, 35121 Padova
c.f. e p.iva 02685091205
registrata a Padova, Registro Atti Privati n.10107/2006
Associazione nazionale delle imprese di trasformazione e distribuzione dei prodotti biologici

AN ORGANIC FRAUD IN ITALY
A considerable fraud in the organic sector came to light in Italy.
7 people (5 owners or directors of a dozen companies, 2 employees of a control body) with a vortex of
false invoices and certification documents have magically transformed into organic conventional broad
beans, field beans, soybeans and corn (for animal feed) and lesser amounts of wheat.
Most of producst were imported from Bulgaria and Romania.
AssoBio, the Italian association of organic processors and wholesalers says “It's all true, unfortunately”.
It add that it is also true:
- that the fraud dates back to a period between 2007 and 2009;
- the inspection body has fired and reported to authorities its two unfaithful workers as soon as its
internal audits showed their behaviour (as happens to people who do these things);
- that the five "entrepreneurs" and the two inspectors are now in prison (where go people who do these
things);
- that for over a year, all certification bodies have worked closely with the Guardia di Finanza (Italian
Revenue Guard Corps), providing support for documentation and data that has allowed to deepen and
broaden the investigation.
It is also true that the Italian organic industry calls for a long time the Ministry of Agriculture to start a
database in which all transactions of organic products are promptly recorded, thus avoiding possible
fraud even with complex architectures. It is also true that last month FederBio, the Italian federation of
the organic sector decided, if the ministry does not provide, to start itself its own database, combining
those of all control bodies, allowing immediate cross-checks.
The organic sector was informed about the investigation for two years, and actively co-operated with
the investigators.
Guardia di Finanza confiscated 2,500 tons of products.
FederBio confirms its full support for the work of the Guardia di Finanza and the Court of Verona and in
the case other additional responsibilities were to emerge, calls for the immediate intervention of the
Ministry of Agriculture, which authorizes and supervises control bodies.
FederBio confirms its intention to bring civil proceedings against those who acted in a dishonest way
and has thus contributed to cause damage to the entire industry.
Obviously the crime leaves the sector with a bad taste, as conventional pulses and grains passed off as
organic went in some feeds, cheating farmers, wholesalers who have purchased their products,
retailers and consumers, and as the hunger for easy money of seven outlaws compromises the image,
the hard work and passion of the other 47,658 companies that make the Italian organic an excellence
that all the world envies.
Here the names of the indicted persons and companies:

Fraudulent activity related to imports of grains intended for processing and
foodstuff for human and domestic animals consumption originated from a
number of countries, namely Moldova, Ukraine and Kazakhstan, directly towards
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Italy or through Malta, Slovenia and Romania.
1) Caterina Albiero, 47, CEO of Bioagri sas and La Spiga srl
2) Andrea Grassi, broker and CEO of società agricola Fattoria della Speranza
3) Angela Nazaria Siena, 39, CEO of Bioecoitalia srl, Terrasana sas, Centro cereali srl, Agridea
SA (Switzerland), Life Group Holding sa (Switzerland), Agripoint società agricola srl
4) Luigi Marinucci, 63 yo, CEO of Sunny Land Spa and of Società Agricola Marinucci;
5) Davide Scapini, 43 yo, sales manager of Sunny Land and of Terre del sole.

socio
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Organic 3.0 Feature #3:

Diverse Ways to Ensure Transparency and Integrity

• Different and new verification schemes will be
practiced depending on the length and
complexity of value chains.
• For long chains, paperwork might be
complemented and reduced by modern
options such as tracing and tracking
technologies, which will be widely used as they
become more affordable.
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Organic 3.0 Feature #3:

Diverse Ways to Ensure Transparency and Integrity

• Greater transparency across the value chain
and among all relationships will help ensure that
potential conflicts of interest are more readily
exposed.
• Organic 3.0 communications systems will
enable parties to identify and address their
concerns.
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What is bioC?

•

an internet based platform of organic certification data (www.bioc.info)

•

a source for transparent and valid certification data

•

a tool for verifying and monitoring the authenticity of certification status

•

Search currently includes:
o Data from 42 certifiers
o Organic operations in 20 countries
o 100,000 certificates from 80,000 organic operations
o Discussions with USDA National Organic Program

•

Its intention is to safeguard the origin and integrity of organic products

•

In collaboration with IFOAM – Organics International, bioC will extend to
a worldwide directory
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Product monitoring with notification service

Products from
certificate

Searching for products
on certificates
Button to activate monitoring for product with
standard an status
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Transitioning from Organic 2.0 to 3.0:
A Call for Action
• Umbrella Organizations: Clarify the elements of
organic standards that are central to achieving
required outcomes. Create a culture of
continuous improvement towards best practice.
• Research and Development: Support operators
and certifiers in their efforts for continuous
improvement through the development of
better benchmarking, novel technology for
tracing (GPS, webcams, etc.), reporting and
other tools.
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Transitioning from Organic 2.0 to 3.0:
A Call for Action
• Organic Operators: Reassess their current
scheme for organic guarantees. Make
transparency a fundamental organizing
principle of assurance systems.
• Governments and International Organizations:
Review agricultural policies and adopt updated
organic strategies. Support the development of
accountability and transparency initiatives.
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The need for Organic 3.0 is highlighted by some
challenges of Organic 2.0
• Challenge: Organic standards set minimum
requirements and not a high target. In certain
instances, this leads to operations that meet
standards but that neither fulfill the Organic
Principles nor progress toward true
sustainability.
• Challenge: Not all production techniques
allowed under standards and certification fully
meet the Organic Principles (e.g., social
requirements, fairness in trade, recycling of
nutrients, etc.).

• Challenge: The certification system
can’t fully avoid fraud, especially in
longer chains.
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Working towards impact!

Thank you for your attention
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